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EXPLORING A HOSPITAL AND DETAILED LOOK AT A PATERNOSTER
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First, let’s take a look at the basement Basement mail system...

Some very weird controller stuff And here is a lift to play with

Here is the inside of the hospital

This dumbwaiter Is
sadly abandoned

And this one would be 
really epic to ride if it 
was possible to call 
without a key

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
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HOSPITAL EXPLORATION
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It’s time to have a look at the schindler lifts. All the 3 doors were locked to the motor room

And now to a set of 2 Otis lifts The fixtures were replaced with crap looking Schindler parts

Straight way to the pit

Door mechanism

Magnet bar positioning Gorvenor cable And end switches

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
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HOSPITAL EXPLORATION
And I managed to get into the motor room

Let’s roof it!

This is the tallest tower of 
budapest only with its 23 floor.

Nice puddle
They could easily open a 
swimming pool in the summer due 
to the amount of water gushing 
everywhere from air conditioning

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
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DETAILED LOOK AT A PATERNOSTER
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And I also managed to get into the paternoster motor room!

Here is how it looks like from the outside [Emergency Stop]

Let’s ride it!

You can’t get your foot stuck 
due to the safety edge in the 
cab downwards and on the 
floor when it’s going up

The shaft is visible from the outside

This safety mechanism is not really trustworthy

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
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And into the motor room! Here is the view

DETAILED LOOK AT A PATERNOSTER

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
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ULTRA RISKY TRAM SURF
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SURFING THE BUSIEST TRAM LINE OF BUDAPEST AT NIGHT TIME
Oh dear, its camerized

Let’s go to the switchback! It looks so nice 
without passengers

I got off before it stopped so no one could catch me

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
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Reece L101’s Lifts of the Last Month:
Throughout my area, I have been hunting around trying to find some lifts I can mess 
about with i.e. Safety Break them or do whatever I want to them. This month, I have 
found multiple Ecodiscs, Gen2’s, a Schindler 3300 and shitty crap Generics!

I was only able to safety break a few Gen2’s because Ecodiscs have the inner doors 
locked! Shit Generics would likely go out of service if you dared to do that and other 
lifts I encountered also had the inner doors locked!

Safety Break Madness! :)                                  Otis 2000

More Photographs (Gen2’s!)
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More Photographs (Kone Ecodisc’s!)

At college, I am always in luck because in this image, I stopped and opened it above the 
landing! :)

More Photographs (Other/Shit Lifts!)

Nice Looking! :) Shit Looking! :(
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Every Wednesday Morning with my Ecodisc!

Every Wednesday Morning when I get into college, there is usually a set of boys 
hanging outside the lift on Floor G doing their usual thing while I send my lift up and 
down until they start calling it and stopping me along the way from 1 to 0 as this lift stops 
at 1, G & 0. 

However, my solution is to keep safety breaking the Ecodisc when they call it and they 
have no idea what is going on except they see “Out Of Service” on the indicators! When 
it gets confused, the chimes play from outside and the lift starts going back down to 0 
from between G and 0 and when it levels, it says “Out Of Service!” and quickly select 
Floor 1 before the Ecodisc automatically selects Floor G! I love messing about with them 
when they call my lift!

Pickerings are now just another Generic Lift Company!
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Security got very angry with 
Jordan because he dared to 
climb on their roof.

This is the Xcape adventure 
center in Milton Keynes.  Since 
it is an adventure center, 
Jordan decided to have an 
adventure on their roof,

I have done loads this month.  I went on a road trip to the 
garden citys in England
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Naples is a very weird.  
It has a very unusual 
transport system with 
a metro system that 
doesn’t make any 
sense.

It also has 4 funiculars 
which are very 
interesting.
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Naples narrow streets really reminded me of the Medinas of Morocco.  I didn’t expect to see 
such crowded narrow streets here.  The streets are completely filthy with littre everywhere.
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The weirdest thing in Naples is the narrow gauge railway which is completely trashed
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THE END
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